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Welcome Grace
by SSuuee  NNiicchhoollssoonn

MATERIALS:
■ Pink and white textured card

■ Parchment/vellum

■ Black & white photo

■ K&Co Sweet Pea tiny brads 

■ Small white bow

■ Cassette craft punch, alphabet

set and heart

■ 5.25cm-square craft punch

■ Double-sided tape and glue

■ Bradawl

■ Cutting mat

TO CREATE:

1Cut a 30x15cm pink card
rectangle and score-fold in half.

2Punch out a square in the
parchment, place over the black

& white photo and adjust, so that
the focal part of the image is within
the square. Keeping the square in
position, trim the parchment to the
same size as the photo.

3Place both on the cutting mat,
and in the top-left pierce through

both layers with the bradawl and
secure with a small star brad. Repeat
as shown.

4Glue a small bow in place.To
secure the parchment, put a little

glue on the underside so that it is
hidden by the bow.

5Use the cassette punch to punch
out the required letters and

several hearts from the white card.

6Arrange the photo, letters and
hearts on the pink card, then

glue into place.

20
minutes

▲

TO CREATE:

1Attach a strip of patterned
paper to cover half your card

blank down the spine side.

2Tie a length of fibres flush with
the spine of the card.

3Use die-cuts with patterned
paper and felt to create your

tags, lettering and baby romper suits.

4Where letters have been cut
from paper tags, affix felt letters

to fill the gaps, and vice versa for
the felt tags.

5Tie fibres through each hole in
the tags and attach to the

patterned paper side.

6Affix four baby romper suits
down the uncovered side.

Reader card

15
minutes

Baby boy
by IIrreennee  HHeewwlleetttt

MATERIALS:
■ Blue card blank

■ Patterned paper

■ Fibres

■ Tag, letter and baby

dies

■ Green and blue felt

▲
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